•LIVE AUTHENTICALLY•
•SHOP LOCALLY•
•SPREAD GOOD•
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Vagueness
This document connects points which are commonly held as
too broad for relative insight.
Knowledge of intuitive math, sociology and the practicality for actuarial science, have
shown time and again that, human behaviour is massively predictable. Especially in groups.
When a diversity of understanding in terms of currency and economics is prevalent within a society.
We must be vague upon introducing solutions for issues rooted in denial.

Emotions

Emotions

Inner Feeling for Individuals
Shared feeling in groups.
AWARENESS

Awareness

Home Life
Environmental Fields

Automatic Response

Group
Traditions

The Right Behaviours.

Shared
Beliefs

This is what individuals and
organizations are looking
for in order to achieve what
they need.

Environmental Fields
•Group Goals.
•Ethics/Competencies.
•Electromagnetic Fields.
•Organizational Quality.

Automatic Response
System

Level of
Personal
Freedom

•Electro-dermal activity.
•Sensory overloads.
•Mediating inner
and outer worlds.

Equality
& Equity

System

Brainwaves

Security

A GUIDE
FOR OUR
PROGRAM

•Individual.
•Character vs Identity.
•Cognition.
•Personal Energy Levels.
•Principles & Belief Limits.

Brainwaves

•Frequency attributes:
Epsilon, Delta, Theta,
Alpha, Beta, Gamma,
Omega.

Authority
Structures

Understanding the intangibles
behind our actions. At
a level that goes behind
our identities and personas
will provide the leg up needed
for the transition from the
Information Age
to the Experience Age.

Education
Mental State

Mental State

•Anxiety, Apathy, Arousal,
Boredom, Control, Flow,
Relaxation, Worry.

Societal
Influence

Healthcare

Expressions & Impressions

Expressions & Impressions
Automatic response.
First physically observable response from
individuals to groups.

How does a good city work? Honestly.

How does a good city feel?
A discussion of necessity. In the EXPERIENCE AGE.
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DYING
RETIRING
FIGHTING
SHARING
WORKING
LEARNING
LIVING

What is a bad person? Except, a good person’s responsibility.
In a CRYING world we believe that “With great power comes great responsibility.”
In a good culture, great responsibility comes long before any power. This is known as cultivating true respect.
The society we live in has a mental problem, of disconnection. How can we tell?

DEBT

ABUSE

Good People
Good People, help all people become good people.
Including themselves.

Child Abuse, Profit & Trafficking Avenues.

We know this happens. Yet it seems that whenever descriptive language is used to expose these issues or interject more terms for clarity...
A large amount of neutral people will be triggered into looking away, before any solutions can be provided.
This is not about blame. There are logical, neurological and many intolerable reasons for why this happens.
However, it is about solving societal issues. Which means cutting through predictable reactions, in route to new solutions rather than the popular
expressions masked as the “simple” answer; commonly offered for these issues.
Why are all the characters in this document coloured as aqua, teal, turquoise or similar shade?
Identify the character, rather than characterizing identities. As unnatural as these colours may seem, we feel a sense of appropriateness. It provides a conversation
outline towards removing some of the social-isms which are currently, stagnating our societal narratives. For most of this document, we dance pensively, in between
the lines of socio-economics, tapping repeatedly on the social concepts of private sector responsibilities and the need for a complete view of who the individual is.
And yes, we mean you dear observer.
As we provide spotlights of various solutions for society, encrypted though they may be. We prompt the reader to keep this section in mind as our trust is consciously aware
and working on this problem. While much of what we discuss may seem to be unrelated to the problem; it is not. To provide a solution for such large systemic issues,
platforms must be raised in multiple areas and strategies discussed frequently. The difference being that, we do so openly and welcome inquiry to what we are about.
The more a society is focused on protecting children and eliminating abusive practices upon the vulnerable, within not only its proximities, but also economies,
and eventually psyches. The less debt and doubt, can grow. Leaving room for healing to take place. Once local business can again sense the local part
of their organizations, they will re-design, as like a force of nature. It will happen in order to help us remove the issues, distorting a reality shared by neighbours.
We ask for your support in this endeavour.



Waves are moving all around us in many more ways than what our 5 senses readily perceive.

Science is observing what
master-marketers have utilized, often
by niche-discoveries, since at least
the beginning of the Atomic Age.

Filtered into Brain Waves!

How would a 6th sense be perceived?

Society, business,
individuals and so on.
Move from the Information Age
to the Experience Age!

Electromagnetic Jackets - Colloquially known as Aura’s
These are unique impressions within the
Electro-Magnetic Spectrum.

Everyone has one or many depending on your perspective
of the magnetic layers. Every conception of how it works, is
currently subjective to each individual’s ability to gauge these
mental-emotive senses and their effects on the physical world.

They are multi-layered and multi-coloured
Also, like the spectrum itself, they are
beyond normal visual perception.
Each electromagnetic jacket is ever changing just like our physical bodies.
There are maintenance requirements just like with bodies.
As well as habits, desires, vices, etc.

LIVE AUTHENTICALLY
The Structure of this Public Trust
Business

Foundation

Foundation
Support

Are You Ready For the
EXPERIENCE AGE?

Mediation & Witnessing
Services
A bridge for resolving abuse.
Systemic bridges for resolving
abuse cycles around us.

Art & Culture
Meme Trader
Our art is in the restoration
of local economies.

•Seeking closure for the wronged•
•Pax Indigo: for Wrong-Doers and wronged•
•Serving all collars White, Blue, Grey, etc.•

•Discover your energy channels•
•Control through Creative Outlets•
•Learn serious fun in serious times•

Has your business adjusted for the
EXPERIENCE AGE?
•Patterns for Leadership•
•Creation & Flow courses•
•Build sustainable mini-markets•
•Find your Compass and take the lead•

Tools For Individuals

Tool for Groups

PATHWAYS
PATHWAYS

Intelligence for transitioning
from the Information Age.
Separated for Groups and
Individuals. People and
Corporate Perspectives.

The Design
The Beginning

The Crunch
New Energy

Improvement is a choice. No matter the circumstance.

The Cognitive Arts
Utilize Frequency • Reveal Your Path • Experience Age

Frequency Waves
Everything our senses come into contact with, results in brain frequencies. These break into chemicals and either
assist or harm our cognitive functions. Which can lead to a whole process of emotions, feelings, expressions, actions and more.
It is clear that science still has more to learn about our interdependent relationship with the Electromagnetic Field.
Can desire or intent be used as tools for operating on our processes and communication. to effect the outcome of our reality?
What does that even mean though.? For an individual or for the personal and professional groups that a person may belong to.
How can this help myself, my family or my business?
Knowing the history of advertising and propaganda. Creating an awareness for the operations and functions of marketing.
Knowing how consumerism labels affect us. These things and more are tools, ready to be utilized by both individuals and groups.
People, their families and the societal organs or institutions which we all rely on
will benefit from this knowledge as we transition from the Information Age through to the Experience Age.

Individual
Empowerment
Seeking Peace

Group
Trust
Seeking Consistency

Brain Wave Frequencies
Epsilon Wave
Autopilot - Unthinking
0 - 0.1 Hz

Delta Wave
Deep Sleep
0.5 - 3 Hz

Theta Wave
The Lucid Transporter
3 - 8 Hz

Alpha Wave
Confidence Pattern
8 - 12 Hz

Beta Wave
Attention Soldier
12 - 38 Hz

Gamma Wave
Percipience
30 - 150 Hz

Upsilon Wave
Eureka and Reset
30 - 70 Hz

Phi Wave
Heightened Awareness

Individuals: Reset Mode. Unconscious Seed Planting
Group: Basic level for marketing. Or long-term
populous mind-shifting.
Virtually Undetectable.

Individuals: Deep Sleep. Filing, memory processing
Group: Not knowing what to do about the problem
as the group is still unaware of a problem at all.

Sleeping: Rhythm-wave to REM stages.
Waking: Lucidity in life, transporter to Gamma States
Group: Best for Non-Intrusive Public Interaction or
Passive Selling Systems.
Individual: Comfort baseline. Best for learning.
Group: Expectation of First impressions.
Best for De-escalation of situations and maintaining
confidence all around.
Individual: Alertness. Attention over Aaareness
Anxiety Inducement.
Group: Most active waking state. Identifiable with
most sudden changes in business and commerce.
Individual: Unique Pathways. Flow state.
Group: Spontaneously recognizable as once in a
lifetime, at first. Memorable while in the moment.
Best approach for Active Selling Systems.
Individual: Reset. Quick insight. Ecstatic.
Group: When everyone in the group instantly
knows what needs to happen and things work
out.
Individual: Sustained Flow. Intuitive math. Pure nature.
Group: The difference between good
organizations and great ones.

70 - 150 Hz

Omega Wave
Next Level Cognition
+150 Hz

Mastery of a skill and recognition of the
greater journey.

Take control,
so that...

You can let
go!

What is Your Future Target?
Whatever you call it.
(Be creative).

Long-term visions, annual plans, short-term
goals, etc.
There are many paths for individuals and
groups to reach their goals.
This section is about the details, connections and
steps for reaching Next Level Behaviours or
getting restarted after a reset.

The Ideal Path
Reset

Next Level

Re-Prioritize

Nonconstructive and Unaware
Realization

Relaxation of Constructive Behaviour
Lifestyle

Constructive yet Unaware

Constructively Aware

Sensitivity

Choice

Relationships • Desires • Getting Started

Discourses • Interactive Treks • Public Confidence

Individual

Group
Trust

Empowerment
Find Your Peace In Change

Int

ake

Find Consistency In Change
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Expressions

Public Expectations

Alternative

Actions

Strategies

Business

Legal
Private Expectations

   
    
    

As with waking up, these frequencies are best for the beginning of plans, stratagems, goal-setting, etc
They each have a doorway to realms of subconscious thought. Administrative, frequencies that often work with human auto-function capabilities.
The Conscious energy for individuals and business to utilize is found in their explorative abilities.
Controlled or Unthinking State

Difficult to observe. Can be reached through hypnosis.
Not a regular waking state. Less than one cycle per second.

Deep Sleep • Collective Unconscious • Healing

The gateway to empathy among humans.
For groups this is akin to the feeling of receiving unexpected support.

Transcendental Step 1 - The Beginning
Individual - Root Feeling
Group - Shared Motivation

The Lucid Transporter
Regular frequency for reaching REM and dream states. In waking
consciousness, this frequency can be used to consciously connect us with
higher levels of concentration, productivity and calming techniques.

First Steps

The Ideal Path
 
  
  




Clarity
Who What Where When Why
and the 6th sense of what this all means in the
moment.
The age old idea of knowing yourself, your desires
and how you will get there.

For Business
Are we sure everyone is on the same page?
Training, practice, role-playing, meetings,
strategies, innovation, thinking on our
feet, acronyms, one-on-ones, processes,
best practices, department overflow,
turn-over, training.
Culture building is pattern maintenance.

For Relationships
Include sleep as a tool for your
partnership, decision-making process.
Works Best For Individuals
When we are open to change. Knowing
that nothing real can stay the same
forever.

Courage

Compassion
The Catch-all for Understanding
Even the ego sleeps. Even if we won’t allow
tough feelings in throughout the day. The human
system has ways of dealing with stubbornness.

Whether starting over or beginning
that next-level journey. It takes courage
to forge a direction.
Seeking only the easy path.
Is a difficult path to defeat.

For Business

For Business
Sometimes in business we follow all the rules.
We follow all the steps in the process.
We administrate and procure all the proper
paperwork.
We apply all the appropriate behaviours.
Only to find out that politically correct,
is not always the same as correct.
Do not let the fear of liability get in the way
of supportive behaviours.

Change cannot be readily administered,
controlled, or even properly braced for.
On the high seas of commerce.
The first level of courage was embarking
with your corporate-ship.
It’s about finding ways to mend and
upgrade without tearing down
the core pillars of structure.

For Business Leaders
Give them more than advice, attention and orders.
Give them your awareness.
Be Aware
These frequencies are alluring but can lead to
captivating states of being. This is where cleverness can become
laziness. Ecstasy can become addiction. Or when
disciplines and best practices fall by the way-side.

Works Best For Groups
When time is set aside to give opportunity for
new thought to be listened to. Research &
Development with your teams has great value.

The struggle of the waking states is real. Sometimes comfort and anxiety seem inexplicably linked together.
We know the best of plans are likely to meet obstacles. Knowing this, is a way to always find
confidence in our purpose and foundation, even when struggle occurs. Conscious energy in this
realm is best utilized for protecting the outlook. Prepare your ability to utilize gamma frequencies
and find ways to sense the layers of your awareness.
Layered Alpha Waves
Beta Waves - Attention Soldier!

Often associated with anxiety, nervousness and other states of being
that many people find uncomfortable and prefer avoiding.
These waves are underestimated for their ability to predict and prepare
as they bring wide-ranging considerations to psyche.
Connecting with them, helps us realize where our static is coming from
and how we can diffuse or reuse it.

Inner Beta
Frequency (Normal)
Growing Gamma Energy
Outside Frequency
Interference

Alpha Wave - Your Confidence Pattern

Transcendental Step 2 - The Design

Every individual has their own unique Alpha State. A place
where they emanate their own version of this frequency. It is
why we all recognize our Alpha as personal comforts or
dominance.
Generally great for communication, as it is the easiest frequency for
people to create shareable states of being.

Individual - How will your journey unfold?
Group - Implementation Strategy
The Ideal Path





    

Harmony

Luck

Manifestation

When you know you go. You may stumble
or fall, but you never get to far from the course.

Desired by many who would never feel
comfortable relying on it.

Experience reminds you of the costs of recovery.
And provides you the ability of weighing your
own actions before they’ve occurred.
A great benefit.

Reshape your understanding of it.
Preparation and opportunity are fine ingredients
for use in lifestyle recipes.

For Business

For Business

Clear the connotations away from the words.
Value the longterm as much as the short-term.
Just knowing that trusting people is the key
to being trusted by people, is enough to create
balance within teams

Can luck really be planned for?
Prepare your team, foster good habits and
watch as everything falls into place.
Admit when you’ve been in a state
of luck to discover tools for humility.

For Relationships
You are only ever in control of your own commitments.
It’s about making sure you can keep those.
Works Best For Individuals
Who know that worrying is a vicious cycle.
When you are aware that you are worrying
about worrying, you will know to stop.

The act of bringing forth what is in you.
The intangible becoming tangible.
You may smash goals of physical activity, solve
problems with ingenuity or create art that will
never be created again.
Apart from being an outlet this is a high
form of human communication.

For Business
Sometimes allowing creation to take place is more
important for chemistry, brainstorming,
communication, coordinating and many other
intangible values then the creation itself.
In emotional roles such as sales or during times
of difficult interpersonal meetings. It is important
to remember to take small breaks as feelings
do take a toll on all of us, from time to time.

For Business Leaders
Make the shape of your communication as circular as possible.

Be Aware
Fear leads to anger. Anger leads to hate.
Hate leads to suffering.
Anxiety does not have to be the path to the dark side. Whatever
that is for you, a smile inwards can lead to the opposite direction.

Works Best For Groups
When we know that it is a team effort
and every individual matters.

Transcendental Step 3 - The Crunch

This is the moment for holding a state of being for a prolonged time.
In step one the desire or shared motivation was analyzed.
This led to the creation of strategy, as our energies became
focused on the goal of reaching the next level.
After the first few steps are taken, it is time
to maintain character until the goal is reached.

Individual - The obstacle or the catch.
Group - Delegate for shared purpose.
This frequency is where we
find the elements for impactful
results.

This frequency is where we find
the power for flow states.

Calming Awareness

Although the journey has just begun, the focus of this step is on the landing.
We know the adversity is coming. We may not know the shape or form of
obstacle coming our way, but this is a necessary step for success.

The Ideal Path


  
    

Metaphysics

Prosperity

The tools for utilizing resonance. All individuals
have access to the electromagnetic fields operating
around us to generate more than just the
environment. Connecting with animals and storing
emotions within inanimate objects are a few of the
more personal ways, that individuals work with
reality.

For Business

It begins within. Even if you were born to a
wealthy status, a sheltered life and had every
desire handed to you. At some point you will begin
your meetings with the real world.
Holding on to wealth can be as tricky to some
as gaining it seems to be for others.
Wealth is not an external force separate from you.

Protection
We prepare so that we don’t have to fight.
While success in the experience age is linked with
transparency and walking with an open heart. It
is still necessary to show some prudence in the
realm of sharing and connection.
Learn how to sense your beta-waves so that you
can transmute anxiety rather than succumb to it.

For Business

Learn to utilize political correctness for
negotiation with the outside world. While seeking
fairness within your operation.
Your business is different than any other. Even
when processes are modeled, followed or flat
out copied. The way your business operates
is unique to you, your role within it and the other
people who are apart of this economic sphere.
Develop processes that go with change rather than
attempt to subvert a constant force of nature.

Spend wisely when you have it. But spend.
Don’t hold up your local economy for fear
of running out of social currency.
By continuing a focus on research & design.
While combining training with marketing. Companies
maintain an interactivity with the larger community
Your business will be prepared and have
allies for when the greater adversities arise.

For Relationships
Learn from arguments.
Refuse the game of who is better.

For Business
Sometimes allowing creation to take place is more
important for chemistry, brainstorming,
communication, coordinating and many other
intangible values then the creation itself.
In emotional roles such as sale or service and
during times of difficult interpersonal meetings.
It is important to remember to take
small breaks as feelings do take a toll on all
of us, from time to time.

For Business Leaders
A great leader creates trust. Gift it to gain it.
Be Aware

Works Best For Individuals
Plan and prepare for the landing before
you get there. This is when past mistakes or
failures become wisdom.

This is when true character is observable. The darker side of humanity as
it appears in the modern day: conceit; egoism and; the depths of abuse.
Are often found at this stage of construction. Yet individuals and groups
often deny it, when encountered here. We often only realize the repeat of
toxic behaviour in hindsight while connecting dots in our mind afterwards.

Works Best For Groups
The tangible metrics are already readily available.
Spend time finding the intangibles of your people,
your business and your market.

Transcendental Step 4 - New Energy
Individual - The reward
Group - The Monetary/Energetic Compensation
Whether you are aware or not.
This energetic exchange happens.
This is the nature of the fundamental particles
which make up our ever changing reality.
The age that is upon us, will cause anxiety for many
as we shift into something unimaginable to many.
Light and vibration will be part of the equations for
business as we move forward towards
a societal resonance; stemming from stable
economic cores and spreading outwards.

Energy is flowing all around us. It moves through
us and it shares information in ways that are not
always readily observable.
It is a connecting force between the individual and the
environment. It layers into the direct group and so on.
It is both a cause and an effect, similarly to the
way an elemental particle, doing its work
as a building block for known life can be in,
superposition.
The Ideal Path
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Regeneration

Tranquility

Sometimes we stay on an unhealthy path because
we don’t want to give up. We feel we can overcome
an obstacle that maybe is meant for our future
self to face independently.
Accept support in your life, as it comes in its
various forms.

This is a feeling and an art. The feeling comes upon
us and we’re okay if it lasts forever. We’re also okay
if it decides to leave us immediately.
The art for the individual, is tapping into that
feeling for bringing solace to the now.

For Business

The seasons of events and holidays are the
societal expectations of local culture. Utilize
them but also find ways of sharing productivity
to create further productivity.

Vitality

For Business

For Business

Share and update nostalgia. Corporate storytelling
isn’t for outward advertising. Understand
Internal Customer Theory.

The exponential possibilities which science has
been promising is available with our level of
technology. The new frontier is rooted in
psychology and feeling.

Talk through the difficult situations. Reach out,
make time the time to listen.
The energy of ingenuity is inside
your business already. We as leaders need to
become better at finding it, and procuring from it.
Move from analogies of past focus, and
towards themes of local cultivation. Find new
success.

For Relationships

For Business Leaders

Is it a break, is it over, or have you simply met more adversity
than you expected? Let go. Momentarily
feel and gauge frequencies outside of your bubble.
Works Best For Individuals
Who actually know how to relax and the
virtue that can come from it.

We win some things, we lose some things and
often we don’t even know what we want.
But when you know your principles, when
you find ways to discover more about yourself
and how you interact with the parts of the
environment which were undetectable.
You tap into the restorative excitement of the
Experience Age, which has now emerged.

If a battle is lost. The leaders will seek the blame. This is true
leadership and is an action for winning the larger competitions of
commerce as well as the hearts of your people.

Be Aware

This is it. There is no true timeline for this moment, as it is that, a moment.
When it occurs for you or a group, it is a portal either to a reset or the next level
of your larger journey or undertaking. Remember to breathe, relax and rest.
These should be part of any health system. Take time for yourself, daily, weekly,
annually and so on.

Works Best For Groups
Cultivation is a process where all parts work
together. Customers and Companies are
part of the same group, not alienated adversaries.

The ability to create almost anything the mind can conceive, is what
the Experience Age delivers.
An exponential rate of technological progress has outpaced humanity’s ability to process.
New educational or instructional institutions will be rooted in the psyche.

Telegraphy
15th Century

18th Century

History

1940’s
Revolution &
Atomic Age

1991

2016

Information Age
& Secret Wars

For Individuals:

How we interact with the electromagnetic field
can lead to happiness on top of the freedoms, securities and liberty
that humans of past ages worked towards and also died for. Of course it
takes more than just a mindset. Learn to utilize a starting point though!

For Societies: This provides an opportunity for revival, which

will bring forth a stability in economics and quality of life.
As we focus on character over identity. Rather than further
decline into social issues, monetary issues and “isms.”

For Business: In this Age, priorities and thought realignment

will occur naturally. Customer strategies will be based around
attraction principles rooted in holistic impact. Solid resonance will be
the new branding. Find out what this means for your organization...

So what is this Experience Age, anyways...?

There was history as we have known it

Two Paths Emerge

Then the Atomic Age

led to the Information Age

and now new
choices emerge

Previous transitions, happened across cultures at different times.
This one will be felt individually. As truth becomes more evident to people,
the gray area will reduce. New roads will emerge, yet only towards a lived contradiction
of fewer choices. The Experience Age is what you, your family, team or
company are going through now, or will be soon. Just like everyone else.

Simplify your Society
Patterns and Work Flow
Team Chemistry with Clear Goals
Structures, Hierarchies and Emanations

Imagination

Creates Innovation
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Overlap and create pressure
on groups and individuals.

Authority Sectors

These will twist and spin over time. As laws, behaviours,
reactions and interactions of society are constantly
being reinforced or changed. For this illustration,
triangles and rotation are being used as a reduced
interpretation of power and authority over groups and
individuals.
Beginning of a society.
Clear rules, agreed zone of
control. (Good Member citizens).

Laws and customs change
over time. Some citizens are no
longer good, without changing.

More Legal change. Tradition
and progress are now at odds
in society.

Natural corruption of power
on display. Original good vs
new zone of control.

Specifically, governing power takes shape through psychological reinforcement. This creates a pattern in the collective consciousness of people while still allowing for a
controlled level of individuality. When much of the group agrees that governance is good so far as their behaviours and actions allow economics to continue.
A mindset spreads in order to strengthen the governing party. The structure of the government and its relationship with the people over time ,must be flexible and rigid
enough to endure the complexities of power. As more layers are added through rotations, diversity, social issues, etc. Below are simple and complex patterns to depict
the change in pattern and natural corruption properties of cultures, societies and groups which regulate and isolate frequencies for control.

Pattern after one
rotation

Pattern after many
“perfect” rotations

Rotations in Colour

With all the pressure and stimuli
on groups and individuals alike, to
perform. It’s no wonder institutional
power is hard to maintain.
This is only taking into account
our collective psyche, not to mention
all the real world logistics, planning
and politicking that used to be normal
for Information Age governance.
Look at how much the opening structures
change with 1, 2 and 3 rotations.
(”Perfect” indicates the same degree of
spin each time).
With many spins the shape in
the center appears to become more
stable. Yet, as a representation
for power, that would take years of
retracing over the same collective
neural pathways to reach that level.

More Patterns
(Math is beautiful)

If you could visualize the ideal pattern for running your business. In terms of structure and
the mind’s eye. What would be the best structure for success?
The numbers below represent the degree of rotation which formed these patterns.
Can you apply your work routines and weekly-patterns to the structures below?

60

150 degrees of
rotation creates a
wonderful shape after
many rotations.
Seems great for a private
sector-business
built upon a strong
foundation of team
and caring principles.
As each link in the
structure would need
to hold strong, for them
to survive the beginning
stages of commerce.

90

180

150

10

18
27

30

10 Degrees rotation
would be very stable
as a large governance
system once
fully cultured.
However, the slow
rate of spin means
this would take
a long time to form.
(Likely over
generations of people).
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Good Teams Know how to

Reflect, literally, emotionally and physically.
Observation
Motivation
Direction
Whether we are speaking from an individual or group perspective.
Authentic discussions are apart of a successful connection,
future, outlook, etc.
We are all aware that people communicate in so many more ways than through just words.
Those alone, can be delivered by writing or by speech. And yet there are so many more
undiscussed forms of communication that are often overlooked in the day to day.
People. Their attitudes, abilities and constitutions are what make it work.
Discover and learn how to communicate through the FuturePAST Exercise.

Find comfortable Archetypes
for your goal stories.

The Boss
Culture Keepers

Independent
Agents

Partners

Goal Types
Forever Goals: Also called Infinite Goals. These should be big and broad enough to feel just
out of reach. Something that feels bigger than you. The purpose is to fuel you with internal
motivation, keep you aligned to your principles and allow you to choose your own ceiling.

Change comes to all.
So Be Ready!

STAY ON TRACK

Someday Goals: Events you save and dream for. Life events. Travel Events. Experiences
that allow you to step out of your routine or change it entirely.

5 - Year Goals: Previous to the Information Age. This was at one time the big goal people,
thought about. Now it is more closely associated with interview questions. This is still a good
gauge for potential and can provide analytics for individual self-worth.

Annual Goals: As Loose as resolutions and as serious as contractual performance metrics.
Annual goals are often a great source of energy. They are both flexible and timely enough to
be shared in group settings.

EXECUTIVE
DECISIONS

Quarterly Goals: Best used as a reflection tool. No matter the performance metrics an
individual chooses to utilize for measuring their progression. The quarterly goal should be
a routine moment connected to the continual intuitive movements you are making now.

Monthly Goals: These are best for connecting with your points in society. Everyone
knows the feeling of experiencing the first few days of a well planned month.

Weekly Goals: These keep us tied with current events, communities and the company
we keep. In essence this is the planned movements of our social circles.

Daily Goals: These goals are often the most subjective of any goals an individual or group
will set.

Work/Public Goals: How the individual appears to the larger society, or how they appear
in their role. External Reward Systems.

Private/Personal Goals: How the individual appears to themselves or closest groups,
Internal Reward Systems.

ADJUST
IN THE
MOMENT
BALANCE

Side Views

Corporate Structures | Hierarchal Approaches | Authority Branches
Not a new process. A new perception.

See the
Structure
From More
Angles.

New views for the
Experience Age.

Top View
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Traditional Hierarchies

Broad-scope of the Modern Day

On Paper known as: NAFTA/NAICS
Imagine knowing about the leaders, the team,
the structure and the quality of a business.
How will that affect where people spend their
work energy? Is your company Ready?
In the EXPERIENCE AGE, consumer’s & competitors will share
more access to a top-down view of your business. This will
lead to new cultural and corporate shapes.

STRUCTURES

Individual

The circle in the center represents the agency every individual has. While relative to circumstances, situations
and the options available in the moment. Agency is at the core of every human in some measure and thus serves
as a shared connection point between humans, at the very least.

Imagine a corporate hierarchy of personnel, as if it were
a real building. What does the structure, of the decision
making floor, look like?

Various Complexities

Look through the examples on this page. This is a visual
outline of what corporate structures can look
like from an energetic standpoint. The contracts, rules and
regulations employed by companies dictate the flow, but the
energy for corporate function is always supplied by the individuals.
An understanding of these interactions will give any leader, access
to untapped resources.

Core

Individual Affects

Decision

Everything from our intent all the way to our actions. Our thoughts, our speech, our body language
and so many more things go into the effects which individuals can have on a group or setting.
How they overlap are as much dependent on the group state of mind at the moment and how the
structure itself has been formed over the years.

Partnerships and duos.

Emanations, Intentions, Thoughts, Actions, Influence,etc.
Teams, arise within corporate structures. Sometimes
by design and other times through survival instincts.

Teams, small groups, etc.

Corporations, Institutions, etc.

Legal core

Business, company, organization, corporation, etc.
The Square expression, represents rigidity. The existence and necessity of legal contracts,
rules, protocols and other important procedures of operating under official capacities;
form and conform the nature of a business.

Strategies, Plans, Marketing, Execution, Protocols, etc.
Clear Lead-ship Floor

Companies, Hierarchies & Organizations How Clear is the structure to everyone?
Business comes in all shapes and sizes.

Traditionally, this was the most
commonly-held shape for the
top levels of company
hierarchies.

Forget about WHAT the colours are:

Find your shape:

How many points, make up
the official connections
in your executive/decision
making group?

Does your team compliment one another?
Is your leadership analogous or
diverse?
There is no right or wrong, to how it is
formed. However, outside observations
must be utilized in order for leadership
to have clarity. A fundamental ingredient
for making wise decisions.

How Clear are the leaders?

Divided Lead-ship Floor

Unclear Lead-ship Floor

Consult with us to
discover which way to go
in the Experience Age.

Analyze with us. As we conceptualize the
structure, pattern and emanations of your team.

Innovate with us. As we find ways of incorporating
customers and community into what you do.

Help us. As we work to establish public
trust. In order to help your business and
society on a larger scale.

Know your
self

Know
Balance

Know your
world

A broad view of systems throughout cultures and history.
This is a representation of the flower of life (found in
sacred geometry). This symbol has been used as a basis
for societal engineering all over the world.

life becomes the
ree of
Plan
T
e
ets
Th

Sometimes symobls are used, other times more depictive illustrations,
but many concepts still revolve around the solars system.
In many of the things we reference, such as when dealing
with corporate, government, pr academic business. Planets can represent
institutions which will always be around in some for or fashion.
These are natural archetypes for society (specifically duties vs titles.).
The chakras and their system align here as well.

Crown
Third
Eye

Throat

Heart
Solar
Plexus
Sacral

Root

Similiar systems emerge, different expressions,
of seemingly very similar ideals.

This form of expression, the afromentioned tree of life,
carries enough symbology to effectivly, bridge systems of the psyche that at one point seemed to far apart to ever connect.

And although it seems to stand
culturally apart; it also has
connection with the other systems.

The I Ching is another way for
making everyday decisions in life.
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The 64 Hexagrams
fit into a systemic pattern.
Similar to the Sefirot
representation of the Tree of Life
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In every culture we find sophisticated thought systems.
These are the roots of all current
day societies.
Sri Yantra
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We bring your attention to all of these systems without having even covered
the zodiac, or any of the primoridal thought patterns which still exist
amongst the primitive cultures. Still enduring after all this time.

We offer this insight of knowledge as evidence for the research which has gone into what we offer
to you next.

Current

Consciousness...

Illustrated
Remove the Meditation
We know on top of this
you have an occupation.
You may have
needs that are
not being met.
You may have things
you are committed
to, which are draining
you.

Why do bad things
happen?
How can a good
person
do a bad thing?
Even the subtlest
pressures are
apart of the abuse
cycles in society.

Don’t worry,
Seemingly
strange non-sense,
tends to make sense.

We know the root causes of daily pressures. We ask you to focus on yourself, so that you can help us. As wefocus on
a society which focuses its economy on its people. But that’s a story for another time.
Below are the individual aspects of what you are seeing above.
Work for it
or have it
work for you

Experiential
Imprinting

Four Categories of Time
Incomprehensible

Universal
Influences

Family

Public

Gaps of Influence

Yesterday

Day/Night

AM/PM
Desired
Time

Today’s
Focus

You
Core

Non - Reality

Individual
Emanation

Laws
&
Customs

Experiences

Tomorrow

Ideal citizen
Sphere
Awareness
outside
of now
What is past.
What is to Come
Daily Duality:
“When will this day
end” vs. being excited
for the next part

Choice/Hindsight
Cause/Effect
Fate/Karma
Action/Reaction

Institutional
Prompts

Trust Myself

Go Further

Know Your Options
Trust Thyself

How can I not be
so selfish?

Can bad people
even be helped?

How can I not be
walked over?

What is the idea
behind Karma?

?

Awareness can be
on any level at any
time.

emanations and
their effect on your social
environment at any
moment

CHOICE

AWARENESS OF OPTIONS

Systems, interactions, protocols
and their effects
are based on the individuals
experiencing them.

Hindsight

Cultural Dualism
HOMELESS
PEOPLE
&
PEOPLE-LESS
HOMES

The belief that
society takes
care of its
heroes

People are
inherently Good
Nope
They are inherently neutral

Our cultures have been stuck in a duality conundrum since at least the ending of the
second world war if not longer. The evidence is everywhere, nuclear energy, completely changed the world in a 3 day span.
While this was not the way that good people would envision using nuclear capabilities...
We will press forward to the
objective point, which we can now observe in the modern day. Many of the patterns, which are harming people
today have origins still emanating distinctly from that time.
The path forward is rooted in bridging gaps between our indiviudal and collective psyches.

Pax Indigo
(Societal Bridges for Healing)

What you can do for yourself: Breathe, take a moment of reflection. No matter your state of emotion.
What you can do for your post-pandemic society: LIVE AUTHENTICALLY | SHOP LOCALLY | SPREAD GOOD

Use the tools of culture
to feel through illusion.

Remove past limitations.
Welcome to the
Experience Age.

The individual must learn to become
their own Master.

A simplification... Admittedly, yet necessary for individual and group progress.
22nd century psychology, thus far, has
brought information of shadow work through
academia and to the masses. It accumulated
for a time and is now being revealed to all
the cities, throuh various routes.
Meanwhile science revealed through physics, is now showing that
the behaviours of particles and those of human interaction have
many similarities. Such as the observation that a 3rd party
(observer) changes the outcom of interactions. Or mysteries such
as those of quantum entanglement.

We must simplify beliefs by finding the bridges and agreeing
on priorities over specifics.
In order to agree that constructive behaviour is desireable
in the Experience Age.
Even our corporate hierarchal
structures are in flux.

If we are going to look at
the basis of our structures as a
way to move forward.

We must do so with respect and recognition.
For how else do we distinguish the leaf
from the root?

Questions at the root of it all
What comes after?
What comes Next?
And then what happens?

All over the world, the Internet
and our global culture.
People are seeking some sort
of personal enlightenment.

How many times, an
individual must
repeat a cycle to
“get it.”
Is unique to them.

And what is taken from
it, is always individual.

Despite this conundrum. The message is always the same...

Authenticity Realized.
They will experience
a breakthrough
or a reset.

(A conceptual pathway)

Observations of duality.

Once an individual achieves
personal balance.

Until thoughts of new patterns
and colours emerge.

Become thoughts of angles and shadows.
Polarization... Even without the vibrancy of colour.
More realities emerge from simple duality.
Colour adds complexity. Yet the observer
is aware of a truth at this point.
Contradiction is a tool for
navigation.
Does the individual know their own center in the face of
distortion? Are they always the cause of their own effects?

What else is attached
to our vibrations?

Once the individual knows they and their shadow are one and the same.

They will next measure themselves against vibrations.
Reality will unfold for that individual, as they
come to grips with their core identity.

The difference can only be hinted at as true understanding is more sensation of a sensation
and new awareness. As the individual will see with new eyes, once more.

No matter the system an
individual chooses...

Whether for some sort of transcendent
enlightenment or
just a day to day routine.
Or have something more
physical in mind?
Whether you are looking for an entire cellular transformation?
It already happens!

Fundamental laws of
vibration
and what YOU, the individual
in control,
really desires.
Breath and Balance.
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The foundation, our goals and purpose.
A housing for our core competencies and a
banner to form under. For those
who wish to first limit, then reduce and
ultimately remove the abuse cycle from their
own municipal networks. We bring to you:

PAX

Indigo

Paths for centering society

TEACHINGS

TASKS

The Guide...
(An Archetype)

An Individual’s
path to influencing a
better society

What is your Emotional Quotient?

Do You Understand the Problem?
Do You Understand Yourself?

ARCHETYPAL ROLES

Witnessing Guides
Emotional Ability Level

Mediating Guides
Emotional Ability Level

Patient Guides
Emotional Ability Level

MEDIATE

WITNESS

PAX

indigo

A Path for Wrong-Doers

Action 1

Action 2

Action 3

A Bridge between wrong-doers and the wronged,
for the benefit of the public good.
It all begins with a conversation between you and a guide.
Of course, bring a friend if you like. (just one though, for spacing,
please). Purpose: No matter how much upfront information we
provide you with, only a meeting of the minds can provide the insight
which you seek,for moving towards what you are
hoping for.

Approx 45min - 1hr.
The fee (on top of being a fee) is designed to remove anxiety, for
anyone worried about not knowing what to expect.
The steps below are what we can offer, but the meeting is just that...
Humans meeting.

1
Admission

Restoration

Consideration

Witnessing Guide

2
Mediation Guide

3
Patient Guide

Close the
Abuse Cycle

No Promises.
Just Options.

This part
will be
revealed
during the
initial
conversation.

PAX

indigo
The Healing Passage

A Bridge between wrong-doers and the wronged,
for the benefit of the public good.
It all begins with a conversation between you and a guide.
Of course, bring a friend if you like. (just one though, for spacing,
please). Purpose: No matter how much upfront information we
provide you with, only a meeting of the minds can provide the insight
which you seek,for moving towards what you are
hoping for.

Approx 45min - 1hr.
The fee (on top of being a fee) is designed to remove anxiety, for
anyone worried about not knowing what to expect.
The steps below are what we can offer, but the meeting is just that...
Humans meeting.

Close the
Abuse Cycle

Plan for your own
healing.
We seek to provide light options
which you may be able to utilize
for closing off a conceptualization,
understanding patterns or seeing
cycles before they begin. Ultimately
the goal is real confidence and comfort.

Participate in your
own healing

No Promises.
Just Options.

This part
will be
revealed
during the
initial
conversation.

The path forward is towards ending the abuse cycle.
All are welcome: Former wrong-Doers. The Wronged.
The Neutral and the Good.

ABOUT THIS, IT IS.

HOWEVER,

THIS IS STILL ABOUT
SOCIOMETRY & SOCIOECONOMICS.
(Citizenry Behaviour)

Scope of Participation:
Your Family, Your Friends, Your Business, Your Industry, Your city, Your Society.

Reverse any tides of abuse.
And the solutions within your sphere of
influence will be provided.

People who struggle with
Tough Decisions. May be given
pathways to easier choices.

A broad view of systems throughout cultures and history.
LIVE AUTHENTICALLY | SHOP LOCALLY | SPREAD GOOD
This is a representation
flower
of lifea(found
in
We promise
that this isof the
more
than
repetitive
slogan.
sacred
geometry).
This symbol
has been
used as a basis
We don’t mean 100% of the
time
you MUST
do these
things...!
Although, what a nice sentiment
for societal engineering all over the world.
to hold *wink*.

Just do these things a little more. And don’t get so heavily involved in the opposite
life becomes thedirection so that you begin to hurt people.
ree of
Plan
T
e
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Sometimes symobls are used, other times more depictive illustrations,
These are nice sentiments to be sure.
However, simply thinking positively and
but many concepts still revolve around the solars system.
In many of the things
we reference,
such asleaves
when dealing
sharing feelings of hope can only be a beginning.
Doing
only this,
to much
with corporate, government, pr academic business. Planets can represent
power in assumptions of individual
awareness levels for everybody else.
institutions which will always be nd in some for or fashion.
These are natural archetypes for society (specifically duties vs titles.).

Honesty, proximity and sharing actually do matter to the quality of individual and
societal The
life.chakras and their system align here as well.
Globalization and the INTERNET have brought large amounts of information
to individual minds of humanity. So much so that we are aware of
an evolutionary process as it takes place.
Crown
Third
Eye

Throat

Heart

However some things never change:
Solar
Plexus

Sacral

The plan will need to be worked on in layers, if we want the transitions to be smooth.
Root

We must keep our aim on the big problem so as to have a compass.
Similiar systems emerge, different expressions,
of seemingly very similar ideals.

Yet, with all the bad you may perceive in the world.
Wherever you are, you MUST focus on your own
backyard (semi-metaphorically)
and spread good outwardlyThis
from
there.
form of
expression, the afromentioned tree of life,
carries enough symbology to effectivly, bridge systems of the psyche that at one point seemed to far apart to ever connect.

PEOPLE PATTERNS

Business

Family

City

Industry

CONNECT THE DOTS

WHAT IS A SPECTRUM?
WHAT IS A SPECTRUM?
The Grey Area
What we’re not sure
about or what we may not be able to say.

Context Matters

It’s typically not so easy, to say that something is just good or evil.
Simple or Difficult. Black or White.
Crown
Third
Eye

Throat

Heart
Solar
Plexus
Sacral

Root

If we are speaking Mystically

You can now see the simplicity of duality. The Layers of the Chakras.
And the beginning of the Electromagnetic Spectrum.
In case you couldn’t before.

This is how Corruption and Regeneration can take place on any level.
By any level we mean to say that these principles and others like them are happening all
the time. Whether it is an everyday conversation that you, dear observer, are having with someone.
Or the operations of particle physics that are operated on by physicists; or maybe even the
practical psychology of pharmaceutical practices. So on and so forth.
Not only has physics discovered this.
But the ramifications are what the world is now going through! As we realize collectively
what good and bad on every level actually means. Likewise with the extent to which they exist and how
they work upon our psyches. The Experience Age is about clear living and living clearly. That means
becoming wise to the knowledge of who has been up to what; forgiving wherever we can and
figuring out how to stop the internal corruption from happening again. All while keeping
society functioning well.

ONCE WE ACHIEVE A SENSE FOR ONE ANOTHER.

WE CAN WORK ON MENDING THE TEARS IN OUR SPHERES
OF EMANATION. IT’S EASIER WITH ANOTHER.

ALL WE CAN DO IS A LITTLE
BETTER AT ANY GIVE TIME

AS KNOWING WHAT TO DO IN
SOCIETY IT IS NOT SO SIMPLE
AS GOOD AND E.V.I.L.

BEFORE ADDING COLOURS

OR LAYERS

OR OTHER
COMPLEXITIES

MORE THAN CAN BE READILY SEEN

People are discovering all this.

While institutions and industries are discovering that
compassion is real.

SPREAD GOOD

FROM HERE IT IS ABOUT DOING WHAT WE CAN TO ENSURE WE EMANATE THIS OUTWARDS

It’s about teaching what
you know and sharing
what you have.

Projecting Positive
Emanations.

Observe Structures

Discover the Emanations

See New Complexity

Find the tension points
and work the knots in your system.
For yourself, your business and more.

FOR INSTANCE: SOCIETY IS NOT ONE FORCE VS ANOTHER
It is at least 4 dimensional

THE
SELFISH
THE
NEUTRAL

THE
PREDATORY

THE GOOD

ONCE AWARE. SEE WHERE TO FIT IN.

WHEN EQUILIBRIUM IS FOUND. BUSINESS WILL BECOME
ALIGNED WITH PROPER ECONOMICS & WILL SUPPORT
THE GOOD OF SOCIETY.

Don’t Fall Into the Trap

It’s not about Age.
Just like it was
never about pigments,
ethnicities or gender.

Marketing can be better!

No matter the pace
of business.
Marketing is about the same
things it has always
been about.

It’s about...
What a business does for
their client.
Whoever they may be.

The successful company of the
Experience Age,
is one that knows itself.
A business that seeks to work in
unison with clients instead of
strategizing against them.
We are in this together.

Targeting Demographics
is a short term trick
for a reoccuring problem.
The solutions are in
your company.
Tap into your own resources
Focus on character not
identitiy and the path to follow
becomes clear.
Curb the corporate
addictions, aimed
at subtle profiling
or data collection.

Working with public trust is the pathway to and for all of society.

Gone are the days of
protocol and message
control.
Not just the malls.
Not just retail.
Sales itself is evolving.

Retain
A Philosopher
Today

Live Authentically
Shop Locally | Spread Good

Designed to fit
Teams and leaders function best when
everyone is on the same page.
Include clients as a part of your eco-system.

Owners, executives and managers:
Explore open discussion and discover resources
readily available to you. Enjoy simple solutions
that will put you ahead of your competition.

Utilize motivation for horizontal
growth and reduce the exploitation
derived from vertical constraints.

Why? Economically...
Calgary &
Alberta Focused
We have the People
We have the Resources
We have the Skills
We have the Technology
We have the Education
But we’re focused on the World

Collective Mindset Goal
Overcome harmful economic and local
business behaviours, simultaneously.
Scientific pursuit is moving from technology to psyche.
This is due to a variety of factors that are not
Education is shifting towards entrepreneurship.
In 2004
necessarily any one Albertan’s fault.
Everyone is hoping for creativity.
Alberta had paid off the Yet, individual/family wealth is scheduled to be reduced.
provincial debt. And now
Careers and hopes are being dashed.
Calgary, has a privileged and diverse position that will allow
it is back larger than ever.
But rather than explain the problems here.
it to spread good once it secures its own backyard.
Know that there are solutions.
Live Authentically | Shop Locally | Spread Good

Uneducated Philosophy

A pattern. Designed to ease the stress on Calgary’s private sector. It is a pathway to
a new paradigm in which our local businesses no longer need to follow the leaders of industry
(National/Global) as the opportunities to become a city of leaders is before us.
All industries are currently moving from the information era to the experience era.
Thus our design is predicated on broad community goals which can be shared openly amongst
the private sector. Business of all sizes will be able to extend their neural network as we bridge
the gaps of collective psyche which are harming our local economy. The new age of business
is in the realm of the psyche as technology is already set to increase at a warp speed pace.
Large moves by nations and corporations around the global stage will continue to happen. Localities
that know how to work with the people who share a physical common ground, will
be the places that retain choice and liberty. Wealth in this age comes from people and their
interactions with new thoughts or experiences.

Retail and Sales Organizations
Benefits
For individual Calgarians:
-Will no longer be treated as a consumer.
-Will find pathways to good business relations.
-Will be able to follow an economic behavioural
pathway, in which they can begin to see their positive
contributions in real-time. Thereby creating a societal
behaviour which induces natural rewards from
easily obtained positive experiences.
For the Business Itself:
-Brand awareness and support based on character
(Ability to stick to good competencies/policies) leading identity.
-Good business practices will be rewarded naturally by consumers.
-Will learn to shape with their customers.
For the City:
Businesses with local executive levels need to be supported.
In return they need to have pathways for easily supporting
the economy in return.
Public Sector and Energy Sector Organizations
For Departments: Executives, workers and managers.
-Resource for open discussion about how to move
towards working with people based on character over politics.
-These are the tough issues. The “ism’s” and elephants in the room
that nobody likes to discuss.
-We will foster pathways for open discussion and locally remove the
red tape of political correctness. As it is squeezing outdated answers
from people who are often, following a psychological system that is in
need of a public update. Working towards mediation is the path
forward to a brighter Alberta future.

Experiential
Economic Tours

Customer-Driven
Learning

The Private and the Public Sectors are transitioning
from co-dependent behaviour to interdependent.

Direct Business Training

Uneducated Philosophy offers group levels and full corporate training programs
centered around building public trust and awareness.

Relevant topics for the new economy:
Moving from the Information Age
to the Experience Age.
Upgrade your client and move
away from consumerism and labels.
Brand character vs Identity. What they are
and why it matters.
Local partnerships trump global partnerships.
Corporate responsibility in local economics.
Local Advantage = Revival Opportunity.

Best for Passive Selling
Environments.

Also Available
States of emotion, brainwave frequency and customer
behaviours.

-0.1hz

Epsilon

Autopilot - Unthinking
0.1 - 4hz

Deep Sleep - Sorting, filing and memory processing

Delta

Required for Deep
Restorative Sleep.

4 - 8hz

How to combat National corporate marketing, advertising
and other strategies that are actively
Best for individual learning
and passively working against
and corporate training.
your business.

Lucidity - Appears in flow/meditative states and also transports us to REM sleep
8 - 12hz

Best for learning. Most consistent and usually confident state

Theta
Alpha

13 - 30hz

Foster a collective mindset focused on doing
and providing good, for the company the customer and
the city.

Focus on outward reality. States of anxiety or stress.
30 - 70hz

Low Gamma - Upsilon

Beta

70 -150hz

Heightened Awareness

High Gamma - Phi

Gamma

+150hz

Best for Active Selling
environments.

Transcendental Thought - Reset or Next Level

Omega

Most common state
for work.

The

Interactive
Tours.

See Business, Economics
and the mall itself
in an Novel Way.

Eco-Sphere

Our current tour is centered around “The mall” eco-sphere.
Local businesses within Calgary’s style of malls are all ventures within a uniquely competitive industry of marketing, brand
awareness and consumer analysis. They rely on subtle creativity and a perception of trends for survival.
This tour is designed to put Calgarians who work in the retail sector in touch with an eco-sphere that is rich with inspirational and
innovative thought, when seen from a new perspective. This tour combines business and sales insights with individual rewards
to employees. This action not only induces states of learning but also creates a behavioural pathway for the fair trade of support in
exchange for experience and novelty. When done simply on the basis of being good local neighbours, a sense of good-will
is fostered as a foundation to build upon.
Malls Provide:
Access to safety, security and other amenities.
They also act as an assurance to the public that we and our participants
are complying with reasonable social-distancing measurements.
Good malls provide a unique opportunity for a public trust to reduce the cost of
traditional sales training by inducing a workable arrangement for
all parties involved.

Pick tour details:
*Time
*Focus

$89 per person
or group rate of $199
for 3 people.

Sales

Executive

Non-Consumer

Expected Tour Length is 40 -75 minutes. The pace is set by the participants
as the tour is self-guided. Observation prompts are provided and 3 of
the locations are interactive in order to provide an experiential economic
experience for each of the 3 focuses above.

Management
Focus
Provided By Email

Tours (Open and Guided) are by appointment:
Operating Hours are:
Monday-Thursday: 11:30am -5:30pm

By Appointment only. 48 hour notice please.
Operating times are 11:30am - 5:30pm and we will confirm by email within 24 hours.

Open Tour
Digital Ticket

With hours structured for convenience.

-

How it works:
1-3
people Max.

Parking and accessibility like no other publicly available plazas.

Guided Tour

Public Trust
Tours

Economic
Hero’s

Expected Tour Length is 1.5 - 2 hours.
By invite only
Pricing based on
party-size and
focus.

These tours are more personalized and uniquely tailored to the participants.
Social dynamics between group and individual think are readily observed and
discussed. More locations may be involved to provide a clear picture of the grand
scale of opportunity which is currently available for local organizations who share in a
societal focus.

Many Paths. Only two directions.

You do not need to understand Quantum
Physics, to observe that the institution
known as Science has shifted, past return.

This same shift is felt within all the other institutions
of the world.

The Language of Physics is evolving and
the “Theory of Everything” is being battled over.

And with it culture as a whole.
The future is about understanding one another.

Experiential Economics
is the application of physics.

Combining micro-economics and a macro view of sociometry.

Time for the big
moments in life

Time for the small
moments in life

What does public
trust feel like?

Outlets for talent.

A Society that meets
the needs
of its people. Wants for nothing.

Like-minded cities need to form around more concrete
foundations than those currently in existence.

A trust that plays a key role in
keeping the new system honest.

IN THE EXPERIENCE AGE
HELPING YOUR CITY IS
HELPING YOUR SELF
(the concept is not new)

LIVE AUTHENTICALLY
SHOP LOCALLY
SPREAD GOOD

Economics is about velocity and pattern.
Economies involve math.
But only as a relationship
fashioned similarly to
that of construction
and centimeters.

Clearly the answers
are in our behaviours.
So who controls them?

.

Before factories ever found
their way to the third world.
Before Petro Dollar’s were a thing
and even previous to
Boston’s colonial Tea Party.
Ahead of the ransacking of continents.

And this problem has been
around for some time now:

Previous to education costing
a house’s ransom.
Long before Tulip’s were ever used to
control currency fluctuation.
And even before the Hopewell
Tradition garnered credit within
North American History.

OLD WEALTH
Any clash at the top is

opportunity for the middle.

PROMINENT CITY STATES OF
THE WORLD

NEW BILLIONS

START FROM THE BOTTOM

3. Find themselves with enough self-value to
address their own legal issues.
(Symptoms of a Good System)
2. Create enough room
for their people to become
creative.
(Ensuring the Populous)
1. Societies that prioritize
Laws over Legalities.
(Staying Accountable)

This is not the business of
selling promises.
Public trust is a mediating force.

The Complexities of
Group Dynamics.
The Swirl
of Individual
Thought.

True mediation is healing through the transmutation of
individual thought.
Discovering the middle-way
for groups and individuals towards a
betterment of their own surroundings.
Society building.
This is what we do.

Please Join us, in growing public trust. Long due after the
turmoil of the information age and furthering secret wars.

Live Authentically
Shop Locally
Spread Good

Prioritize laws over
legalities.
Reduce the abuse
cycle on all fronts.
Restore the economy.
Upgrade the citizenry.

Integrated for honesty,
support
and accountability.

By tying solutions to our
core fundamentals.
Micro-cultures can be
created in ways which are too
good for the world
to ignore.
Setting the stage for cities
to become independent as a step
to global interdependence.

Reduces
Systemic
Co-Dependence

Full Acknowledgment
Does this read too elaborately or seem grandiose? What else should a goal be? Why would we limit the goal, when we
know the extent of the problem. Moreover, the scale is simply the size of one city. Thus it feels doable to us.
To improve the culture of just one city?
The question is what could one city do for its country if it were thusly improved?
We see abuse in all its forms, as corrosion on the societal engine. Keeping to this metaphor we believe we have found an
element for the psyche. One which can be used to remove the abuse and improve the system, simultaneously.

TRANSMUTATION

When a society already working for corporate interests,
begins working for its own.

STEP 1:
BRIDGE
BUILDING

Logistics &
Manufacturing

Hubs for
training

Security
Controls
The new
concepts must
first mirror the ones Activities
which need to be
of Commerce
updated.
Although it looks similar,
the hubs are rooted in
centering goals.

Cultural
Halls

Research
& Development

Business

Public

Trust

Society

Friends

Business

Family

Public

City

Industry

Trust

Society

Friends

Business

Family

Public

City

Society

Industry

Business

Family

Trust

Public

City

Society

Industry

Family

Trust

City

Industry

We are seeking to transmute cultures of wrongdoing
Into cultures respected enough to be preserved
THROUGHOUT THE EXPERIENCE AGE

Exploring old pathways and new models towards a society where goodness
is more than its own reward. Its the culture.

By rooting our three entities into a character
fit for public trust. Live Authentically
becomes the centering hub, for a
revitalization of community.

REASONS OF NECESSITY:
RESTORE PUBLIC TRUST

In the Experience Age: True economic wealth will
come to localities, which are no longer blind to the
inter-connection of markets and adjust for the better.

The way to equality in justice is found
through equitable stability of the system.

Modern day economics, is a
measurement of behaviours, not a
measurement of wealth.

REASONS OF NECESSITY:
RESTORE PUBLIC TRUST

Influences In Society
EDUCATION
WORK

WEALTH

👋👋👋👋👋👋
BLOOD
LINE

CLASS

PUBLIC

FUTURE

NATION
ABILITY
FAME

And so on and
so forth...

Baby
Boomers

THE EXPERIENCE POOL

57+

Gen
X

Millennial

Gen
Z

41+

25+

9+

This will be the first living group of
generations (known to history), to go
through an Experience Age. One in which
the forces of control push economics
to the point in which enough surveillance
and observational tools will be available
for people to see through most deception.
The future is transparent and many people
will learn to look inward in order to function
more cohesively with the outside world.

In the past, with less life expectancy
and less access to information. Entire
generations could be steered through
deceptions. Some individuals may have
gone entire lifetimes before meeting
true reflection points of their own
character. That was then.

Character vs Identity:

Deception reached an all time high
during the secret wars, which occurred
during the period between the “official”
end of the cold wars and the global
pandemic. Something strong enough
to create a polarization point within the
wider culture of humanity.
The system, meaning the collective nervous
system of the public was pushed further than
past societies; and the will of the majority,
removed by way of coersive force is
sensing a path forward for the better.
Many who have held power through
deceit and abuse are working to make
what restitution they can, before their
failures towards the human race are
made known.

Gen
Alpha

The Mirror

A Sense of Duty
There will be a period of acceptance or denial.
The time of the transition in understanding
what is really happening culturally. Is
individual.
A translation of frequencies is our best
description thus far for what will occur in
many individuals.
Once it has occurred, the necessity of
protecting the vulnerable. Especially
those of the alpha generation from those
of your own generations and older, in order to
curb the tide sof abuse which have continued
since wars of humanity were exacerbated
in the nuclear age.
The time of choice is upon us.

It is unavoidable at this point. Starting with
the most high and it has already begun.
Many people who are living off of shady
accolades or the false hopes of others, will
through there own mechanisms be
forced to come to grips with fair consequence
as the science of mediation is perfected
moving forward.
This will be facilitated through technology; and
yet for the psychological benefit of humanity.
Collectively figuring out what is next for the
species. Mental and emotional bridges will be
required if healing is going to happen for
individuals, famalies, corporations or other
groups.
Success and sustainability of our own
backyards is the goal, before deciding to
seed another ecosystem on some other land.

Communicative
Ability
Timewave

Reflect on what it
must have been
like?!?!?

LIVE AUTHENTICALLY
The Structure of this Public Trust
Business

Foundation

Foundation
Support

Are You Ready For the
EXPERIENCE AGE?

Mediation & Witnessing
Services
A bridge for resolving abuse.
Systemic bridges for resolving
abuse cycles around us.

Art & Culture
Meme Trader
Our art is in the restoration
of local economies.

•Seeking closure for the wronged•
•Pax Indigo: for Wrong-Doers and wronged•
•Serving all collars White, Blue, Grey, etc.•

•Discover your energy channels•
•Control through Creative Outlets•
•Learn serious fun in serious times•

Has your business adjusted for the
EXPERIENCE AGE?
•Patterns for Leadership•
•Creation & Flow courses•
•Build sustainable mini-markets•
•Find your Compass and take the lead•

Tools For Individuals

Tool for Groups

PATHWAYS
PATHWAYS

